DIVERSITY KEEPS THE REPUBLIC STRONG
My association, organisation, community, enterprise and I are

opposed to all forms of discrimination: racial, ethnic, physical,
philosophical and religious.

We believe that :
Different cultures, sporting activities, the arts, in addition to stirring

emotions and being sources of pleasure, bring hearts and minds
closer and contribute to the development of peace in the world.
The republican values promoted within our association,
enterprise or community are enriching and provide greater
knowledge and understanding of our country’s cultural
diversity and allow us to live together in harmony.

We declare that :
Any doctrine promoting racial superiority is

scientifically false, morally reprehensible, socially
unjust and dangerous.

Racism is an assault on human dignity and integrity

and uses differences as a pretext to justify discrimination
and exclusion.

Discrimination against fellow human beings for whatsoever reason
is offensive and must be condemned as a violation of fundamental
human rights and freedoms.

The wealth of a society is based on its diversity and

the participation of all of its members in its democratic, social,
economic and cultural life.

For these reasons I underkate to :
Promote education that favours diversity and opposes racism as well

as all forms of discrimination that erode human dignity.

Promote republican universalism, tolerance, respect and secularism

as the basis for living together.

Do everything within my power to ensure that diversity and solidarity

are central planks of the organisation and deliberations of my
association, enterprise or community and, especially, of all human
resources functions, notably in terms of recruitment and shaping
career paths.

Take part in all activities, including providing support for

the Semaines d’éducation pour la diversité
(diversity education weeks) organised by the LIGUE de
l’enseignement to prevent and combat discrimination based
on the colour of one’s skin, religion, ethnic origin,
political affiliation, language, socio-economic level,
level of education, gender, sexual orientation, disabilities or
on any difference whatsoever.

Use the «La Diversité est une force»
(diversity keeps us strong) logo in my communication.
And draw on the foregoing to promote: knowledge (to counter
ignorance), tolerance (to counter fanaticism), and solidarity and
generosity (to counter isolation).
I agree to have my name or that of my association, my community or
my enterprise added to the support committee list.

In _____________________, the __________________
Signed by _______________________________________

Signed by _______________________________________________

